
It is difficult for us, in the age of information, to appreciate the
impact of both the sweeping movements and technical advances that

allowed for the creation of the canonized book we call the Bible. We
live in a time when we regularly turn to written documents for the “final
word,” and we take for granted an astounding volume of written works
and easy access to them. Indeed, it has been argued that U.S. culture has
been the most textually oriented society in the history of the world.1 In
contrast, for most of biblical history, Israel lacked the ability to create
and read texts widely enough to be turned to as the source of religious
information. Perhaps more importantly, the Israelites generally lacked
the cultural concept that such would be desirable. If we want to under-
stand how we received the Bible as we have it—not the process of how
certain books were chosen to be in the Bible, but instead how it was
decided to have a Bible—then we must examine both changes in writing
technology as well as cultural concepts of knowledge. These two com-
ponents interact throughout history in a symbiotic cycle of influence
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and impact that eventually culminated in the desire and ability to create
a Bible.

To truly appreciate this story, we must divest ourselves of our
twenty-first-century worldview and instead enter an era in which
authoritative knowledge originated from the spoken, not the written,
word. While as Latter-day Saints we are somewhat unique in believing
that keeping written records was an activity in Adam’s day (see Moses
6:5), we can also acknowledge that this was not a widespread pattern
and that the Bible was created in a post-Zion, post-Flood world
wherein we are unable to trace the effects of these earliest writers. It is
likely that early Israel was a largely illiterate group with little access to or
inclination toward large-scale writing.2 The Israelites learned the word
of God as it was spoken to them by His prophets.3 They were not alone
in this: cultural concepts of authoritative knowledge in Israel were
indicative of parallel notions among her neighbors in the Near East.
The mental framework underlying transmitting knowledge orally and
the move toward the textuality that would eventuate in a canon can best
be understood in light of the technical components of writing.

The Technology of Writing

My intent is not to provide here a treatise on the development of
writing. However, a few background details must be understood. First,
the earliest writing systems, those developed in Mesopotamia and
Egypt, were both based on pictograms: pictures that came to represent
sounds (phonograms) and sometimes nonphonetic concepts (such as the
Egyptian determinative, a semagram).4 In Mesopotamia, each picture
became a stylized configuration of wedge-shaped impressions known
as cuneiform. In Egypt, the pictograms maintained their pictographic
nature throughout Egyptian history as hieroglyphs but also developed into
a parallel tradition of stylized cursive representations. The development
of the cuneiform and hieroglyphic traditions was likely influenced by
the medium on which the representatives were inscribed.

In Mesopotamia, the primary writing material was the clay tablet.
Probably the earliest attempts at writing were the use of fashioned
lumps of clay on which marks were made to represent amounts of goods
in accompanying commodity shipments.5 The need to keep track of
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how many units were being shipped, as well as how many were received,
seems to be the impetus for the creation of writing.6 As writing became
more sophisticated, the writing material Mesopotamians used also
advanced a little. Instead of roughly shaped clay lumps, they created
regular rectangular tablets on which they could make wedgelike impres-
sions with reeds.7 The ability to indent wet clay with reeds leant itself to
the creation of the cuneiform script. If these clay tablets were fired, or
were in a building that burned, they became hard enough that many 
of them survived throughout the millennia, giving modern philologists
the opportunity to decipher the writing and learn of the culture.

Egypt was blessed with an abundance of a plant type that would
dominate the world of writing west of the Himalayas for thousands of
years—papyrus. The Nile and its delta naturally grew great quantities
of papyrus. This plant could be interwoven, pressed, and dried into a
resilient and supple writing material. The process is difficult, yet the
ancient Egyptians mastered it in such a way that even today we cannot
create papyrus rolls of such high quality as they did in the glory days of
the plant.8 The strips could be grafted side by side for great length, mak-
ing the creation of rolls a natural part of the papyrus-making process
(the longest-known roll is about 133 feet long).9 Long rolls became the
standard, and if a scribe wanted a small sheet, it seems he would just
cut one from a roll.10 The papyrus roll became the primary writing
medium of the ancient Mediterranean world for most of its history.

While clay and papyrus were the most common textual materials,
other substances were employed as well. Writing occasionally took place
on wood (somewhat commonly in the Hittite Empire),11 or even linen.12

Additionally, most ancient cultures used stone for monumental inscrip-
tions. Treated animal skins were also used. From as early as Thutmosis
III (c. 1450 BC), we have record of a leather roll being deposited in a
temple, but leather generally did not survive for long and was almost
certainly an infrequent writing material.13 Broken potsherds, known as
ostraca, served as the scratch paper of the ancients. From very early
periods, we know of rare instances of Summerian, Phoenician,
Akkadian, Hittite, Egyptian, and Israelite writing on metal.14 In gen-
eral, the preparation of all these writing materials was difficult and
costly. However, despite the resource-intensive process of creating
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writing materials, other factors proved to be even more limiting in the
spread of writing.

The greatest prohibition in writing was the writing system itself. In
order to write proficiently with either the hieroglyphic or cuneiform
script, one had to master thousands of signs.15 In our age, when a four-
year-old is able to learn to write all twenty-six simple English alpha-
betic characters in four months, it is hard to imagine how restrictive it
was to employ more difficult writing systems consisting of thousands
of symbols. We know much about the techniques used to train scribes
in Egypt and Mesopotamia. Less is known of their neighbors, but we
have enough evidence to be sure that the many cultures that lived
between these great empires during their days of power had independ-
ent yet similar scribal-training processes.Ancient Near Eastern scribal
schools were long and intense. Since the primary purpose of writing
was to enable bureaucracy to function, and because training a scribe was
so expensive, scribal schools were usually state sponsored. They focused
not only on teaching the writing system but on producing scribes who
could perform necessary mathematical and diplomatic functions. Thus,
scribal schools usually contained the ancient equivalent of courses in
distribution logistics, accounting, geometry, diplomatic letter writing,
and literature.16 Much of the schooling process involved copying classic
works from a variety of genres. Generally only the elite could afford to
send their children to a scribal school, and many of these probably
dropped out. The difficulty of the courses and the strictness of the
instructors is reflected in an Egyptian text about schoolboys: “Do not
spend a day in idleness or you will be beaten. The ear of a boy is on his
back, he listens when he is beaten.”17 All of these factors combined to
severely limit the number of people who could read or write.

The primary purpose of a scribe was to keep records, not to create
great literary works.18 While some certainly did create such works, the
mindset of the societies and their schools was that scribes were prima-
rily functional. In such societies, the locus of authoritative ideas lay in
the spoken word, or oral tradition, not the written word.

As true as this mindset was in the great and wealthy societies that
arose in the Nile Valley or in Mesopotamia, it was amplified in the Holy
Land. There, resources were less plentiful, indigenous papyrus was
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unavailable, and the inhabitants looked to their great neighbors for
guidance in cultural prestige. Eventually, eastern Mediterranean Semitic
groups used Egypt’s writing system to develop the alphabet,19 which had
the power to democratize literacy. Yet this revolutionary process had to
wait for some time, for neither the cultural mindset nor the scarcity of
writing materials lent themselves to widespread literacy; thus the idea 
of turning to texts for authority lay latent.

Here I wish to distinguish between textuality and literacy. While
the two concepts certainly impact one another, they are not completely
synonymous. Literacy has many definitions, but for our purposes we can
agree that it means one has achieved a functioning ability to read and
write. Textuality is a mental orientation toward texts as the most authori-
tative source of knowledge. While epistemology can take into account
many sources of knowledge, we generally place textuality and orality on
opposite ends of a continuum.20 This is not to say that textuality and
orality are mutually exclusive, as many assume. Many cultures, including
Latter-day Saint culture, look to both oral and textual sources for
authoritative knowledge. Yet in the end, one source or the other must
gain primacy. For most of Israelite history, texts did not hold the
primary position.

Oral and Textual Authority

Biblical evidence clearly points toward early Israel as a society that
looked to oral tradition as its locus of authority.21 Solomon was said to
have spoken his three thousand proverbs (see 1 Kings 4:32); he and David
sang much of their teachings and wisdom (see 1 Kings 4:32 and many of
the Psalms); the Lord continually calls for Israel to “hear” His word; the
oldest texts in the Bible are actually songs or poems; the Lord spoke the Ten
Commandments to all Israel before He wrote them (see Deuteronomy
5:22; the Exodus 19–20 account does not mention its being written,
only spoken); and we could adduce many more examples. It is interesting
to note that the Hebrew verb qr’, translated as “read,” originally meant
“call out,” or “proclaim.”22 Eventually the word came to mean that a
proclamation would be read out loud. It was only after a cultural shift
toward textuality that later stages of Hebrew transformed the word to
mean “read.”23 Very few could read: scrolls were expensive, and only
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royal courts (when they existed) had the necessary infrastructure to
support writing on a large-scale basis. Since frequently these courts
were not looked to as the source of wisdom or inspiration, writing was
not turned to as the primary source of valued knowledge. That source
was oral tradition. This is not to say that writings and books were not
important or sacred to the Israelites; they clearly possessed a long and
rich tradition of writing and literary ability. Concomitantly, these early
and beautiful texts that we value so highly were largely unavailable
(both from lack of manuscripts and lack of literacy) to the average
Israelite. It is not a question of whether or not any Israelites engaged
in writing; rather, it is a matter of where the Israelites primarily turned
for authoritative information. Those who would maintain that because
Israel had sacred texts it was a textually based society misunderstand
the issue; while Israel certainly had sacred texts demonstrating a sophis-
ticated literary ability, these writings did not hold the same status for
them that they do for us.

However, this would not always remain the case. Israel’s cultural
climate in regard to writing changed in a pattern parallel to the rest of
its neighbors. While many minor shifts occurred along the way, some
time periods proved to be watershed eras in the movement along the
continuum towards textual primacy. One such era was the reign of
Hezekiah (c. 725 BC). A brief perusal of Isaiah’s writings makes it
abundantly apparent that while Israel may have looked primarily to
hearing the word of the Lord through His prophets as the source of
divine revelation, it had certainly developed high levels of prophetic
writing. Yet the presence of such an accomplished and inspired writer
among the social elite was only part of the crucial setting of Hezekiah’s
time. It was during his day that Assyria systematically attacked both the
northern kingdom of Israel and the southern kingdom of Judah. As
refugees fled from both nations, they gathered to Jerusalem for safety.
Both textual and archaeological evidence attest that Jerusalem grew
rapidly during this time, nearly tripling in size.24 The rapid growth car-
ried with it an incumbent need for a larger textually active bureaucracy.25

It has been said of this time period, “The small, isolated town of
Jerusalem mushroomed into a large metropolis. Writing became part
of the urban bureaucracy as well as a political extension of growing royal
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power. These changes would be the catalyst for the collecting and com-
posing of biblical literature.”26 This is not to suggest that no portions
of the Bible had been written. Yet it would be simplistic to assume that
because there had been writing since the time of Adam, the books of
the Bible had been written and collected with focus on creating a
canonized compilation. The substance of the Bible itself suggests a
fundamental shift hinging on this time period.

It is within Isaiah’s generation that we see the creation of the bibli-
cal books written by and named after prophets, such as Isaiah, Hosea,
Amos, and Micah. Before this time, the biblical tradition knows of great
prophets such as Elijah only from later records. A good share of the
Bible as we now have it was written or collected at the time of Hezekiah
and later. The textual revolution that began at this time was not the
genesis of all biblical books, but it was truly the dawn of the concept of
biblical literature that would guide Israel for years to come. Even the
existing books were probably gathered and rewritten or redacted during
this phase.27 The mere existence of the book of Moses attests that at
some point there was a substantial reworking and rewriting of extant
books. Undoubtedly the rise of urbanization, and its demand for a lit-
erate bureaucracy, is not the sole factor behind the paradigm shift that
Israel went through, but it is certainly a major factor.

The trend seems to have climbed steeply upward during the reign
of Josiah (c. 640 BC). During this time, we find evidence of a sharp
increase in literacy in Judah. While we have insufficient data to arrive at
a quantitative assessment of the literacy rate, we can easily ascertain
that relative to previous levels, the ability to read and write skyrocketed
in Judah. Seal impressions (the marks imprinted in damp clay or wax
in order to both seal something and identify it)28 and official inscrip-
tions attest to growth in official use of writing. Ubiquitous graffiti and
ostraca demonstrate a more widespread ability to read and write.29

Numerous signatures of people without title on various documents also
illustrate this fact.30 A letter found in the Judahite citadel of Lachish
seems to indicate something of the status of literacy during this time
period. Lachish Letter 3, known as the letter of the literate soldier, is
from a junior officer protesting a superior’s implication that he would
need a scribe to read a letter to him.31 His protests make it clear that
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even for a junior member of the military a social stigma would have
been attached to illiteracy.32 A more widespread literacy eventuated in a
shift of focus from an oral to a written locus of authority.33 This is not to
imply that the majority of Judahites became literate; such was surely
not the case. Yet an increase in literacy created a more widespread use
of texts, making them a more pervasive part of life.

We can see evidence of this movement in the book of Jeremiah. His
is the first prophetic work which self-referentially describes the cre-
ation of the text. Jeremiah was commanded by the Lord to take a roll
of a book and record all the words that had been spoken to him (see
Jeremiah 36:2). Jeremiah employed a scribe, Baruch, who not only
wrote these words but had them read to the king, who burned them.
Jeremiah again recited them to Baruch, who rewrote the scroll (from
its description of being cut and burned, this was probably a papyrus roll;
see Jeremiah 36). From this point forward, the manner in which the
Lord’s words actually became a text was of increasing concern in Judah.

Another example of the importance placed on sacred texts comes
from just before the time of Jeremiah. During Josiah’s reign, a “book of
the law” was found in the temple (2 Kings 22:8). This book, coming
from an earlier time and often identified with parts of the book of
Deuteronomy, was deemed so important that Josiah read the book—
this time called “the book of the covenant” (2 Kings 23:2)—to all of
Judah. Everyone present covenanted to obey that which was written in
the book. Here we see Judah turning to a text to know how to keep the
law and as a focus of the covenant. Lehi was likely a youth when this
book was found and read. He and his descendants seem to reflect 
this view of the importance of sacred texts as the source of authority
on the law and the covenant. The literacy of Lehi and his children also
reflects the growing importance of literacy in their generation.

It was shortly after Josiah and Lehi that Jerusalem was destroyed
and its inhabitants carried away by the Babylonians (c. 586 BC). The
Jews were greatly affected by the Exile in many ways. The loss of their
promised land and their captivity in Babylon incontrovertibly created a
desire to preserve tradition, and part of the process of preserving
tradition was to freeze that tradition in a text. The desire to create,
compile, and preserve sacred texts, then, was greatly enhanced by the
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Exile. Yet this could not have been the sole cause of the Jews’ increasing
textuality. In many ways the captive Jews were merely mirroring the
Mediterranean world. This axial age was a time of textual turning in
many civilizations.34 It is the era in which we see the rise of the Ionian
philosophers in Greece. It is the age of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, writers
who convey a focus on texts. Egypt also experienced a resurgence of
placing primacy on the written text at this time.35 In some way, the
Mediterranean world during this era was transforming its views on the
relative weight of the text, and Judah was caught up in the transition.36

Clearly, the written word was taking a new cultural place. Evidence for
this is seen in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah (c. 450 BC), where
scribes and the text hold a primary position. Ezra’s authority is not
prophetic but rather seems to derive from his position as a preeminent
scribe. The later invention of the genizah, a place where sacred books
could be respectfully buried because nothing so sacred could be
destroyed in good conscience, indicates the status the sacred text had
assumed. We also find an architectural expression of this shift in atti-
tude. While early synagogues did not have a Torah shrine, they eventu-
ally adopted this structural proclamation of the importance of text.37

Hearing the word of God had been and would remain part of worship,
yet this structural creation is likely indicative of the practice of reading
from scriptural texts as part of the worship process. Whether one was
personally literate or not, all would hear in the synagogue not just the
spoken word of God but also the written word of God. (The public read-
ing of scriptural texts as part of worship services is also a practice that
manifests the textuality of Christianity, regardless of the literacy of the
individuals in the congregation).38

Under the Hellenistic influence as experienced by Jews both in
Ptolemaic Egypt and in Judea under Ptolemaic control, this movement
pressed further forward. Papyrus achieved an apex of availability. The
Ptolemies created the great library of Alexandria as part of their push
toward literary supremacy.39 Sacred Jewish texts and Jewish views on
textual authority both informed and were informed by these perspec-
tives.40 We must not oversimplify the issue, though. While Jews, and
the ancient world in general, were becoming much more textually ori-
ented, the importance of the spoken word had not disappeared. Oral
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teachings and traditions continued, and the written and spoken word
would jockey for prime position for millennia to come.41

Alternative Writing Media

Even though papyrus became generally more accessible during the
Hellenistic era, Jewish scribes began to turn to an alternative writing
medium. This may have been driven by the sporadic availability of
papyrus, which hinged on an ever-changing status as to which great
power controlled the Holy Land. When the Ptolemies lost control of
the area to the Seleucid Empire, which was often (intermittently from
c. 300–80 BC), they may well have cut off the papyrus supply.
Whether this is the case or not, the Jews began writing their sacred
texts on parchment. Parchment is specially prepared animal skin made
suitable for writing. While parchment enjoyed an advantage over
papyrus in that animal skins could be obtained anywhere, it was at a
disadvantage in that the preparation of parchment was more time con-
suming, and the papyrus industry was thousands of years old and held a
position of cultural prestige. Still, parchment rolls became somewhat
common by the third century BC.42

The creation of parchment was made yet more difficult because of
Israel’s purity laws. While parchment was used for sacred texts, it could
only be created by coming into contact with dead animals, which made
a person ritually unclean. Hence the tanner, someone absolutely nec-
essary for parchment creation, was looked down upon. One example of
this view comes from the Talmud, which records, “The world cannot
do without a perfume maker and without a tanner. Happy is he whose
trade is perfume making, and woe to him who is a tanner.”43 Most texts
could be written on parchment derived from the skin of any animal.
But because of their special nature, sacred texts were only to be writ-
ten on parchment made from clean beasts. Thus, parchment intended
for sacred texts could be purchased only from specifically designated,
reliable tanners.44

As long as sacred texts were written on scrolls of papyrus or parch-
ment, the modern notion of a canon was not completely able to gel.
Scroll library decisions regarding which texts were sacred could remain
somewhat fluid; changes in views of authoritativeness could easily be
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accommodated by moving a roll from one shelf or room to another.
Since each “book” was its own separate scroll, the idea of putting the
books in a certain order had no meaning. Scrolls were stacked in jars or
on shelves, sometimes labeled and sometimes not. As Latter-day Saints,
we are aware of a rare exception to the use of scrolls: the brass plates.
However, variations between the books of the brass plates and the Old
Testament (such as the books of Zenock and Zenos), and the variations
between readings of texts that the two hold in common, as well as the
same set of variations in the Dead Sea Scrolls, clearly indicate that there
was neither a set canon nor a standard text. Additionally, New
Testament writers made reference to texts that they apparently consid-
ered authoritative but which did not make it into the canon (see Jude
1:9–16; Hebrews 11:5–27). Undoubtedly there was some consensus on
which texts were authoritative, but these were not yet fully fixed. Scroll
collections do not lend themselves to the creation of a Bible. Another
technological innovation had to come about to foster the worldview
that allowed such a collection.

As early as the fourteenth century BC, Mesopotamia and Egypt
sporadically used wooden tablets hinged together with cords.45 These
usually consisted of two tablets tied together and treated with wax, thus
creating four smooth writing surfaces that could be leafed through and
erased with relative ease. Wooden writing tablets were meant only for
temporary writing and thus never became a preferred medium for writ-
ings intended for perpetuity. As late as AD 50, Pliny the Elder was using
waxed wooden tablets as notebooks for ideas, which were then
expounded upon and fully written on papyrus rolls. Afterward the
notebooks were erased and used again in brainstorming for the next
section of his extensive works.46 But before the end of the first century
AD, the idea arose of replacing the wooden tablets with groups of
papyrus or parchment sheets bound together in a fashion similar to the
wooden tablets.47 The tradition of sewing together sheets, especially
sheets of papyri, gained impetus, and this invention was called the
codex. Just before the close of the first century, the codex had become
more than a tablet but was not yet a book. While the technology neces-
sary for making books soon followed, cultural concepts regarding the
scroll as the proper place for writing serious works yielded less quickly.
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When examining Greek literary texts, the use of the codex seems
to have shifted toward the end of the third century AD. In the 
mid-third century, only about 4.5 percent of known Greek, non-
Christian texts were written on a codex; the rest were on papyrus
scrolls. However, by the end of the third century, 18.5 percent were on
codices, and one hundred years later, 73.5 percent were.48 Christians,
however, adopted the codex much more quickly. Of the eleven
Christian documents which seem to be from the second century AD,
all are in codex form.49 While there is some doubt as to the exact dating
of some of these papyri, and the numbers are not always this one-sided
in regard to Christian texts, Christians clearly preferred and adopted
the codex long before the rest of society.50 A number of reasons for this
have been put forth.51 These arguments need not derail us here; for our
current purposes, all we need to understand is that from Christianity’s
early stages, its adherents used the codex for their sacred texts.
Eventually the parchment codex would become the standard textual
format.

Christianity and the Canon

We should also understand that early Christians looked to written
texts as their source of authority. This was not necessarily a forgone
conclusion. The backdrop of Christianity was both the Greco-Roman
world and Judaism. Greco-Roman religions are largely nontextual.52

Indeed, while the Greek and Roman literati demonstrated a great affin-
ity for and ability with texts, they also expressed ambivalence toward
them. Ironically, the record we have of their textual reservations is pre-
served in texts, such as when Plato wrote, “No man of intelligence will
venture to express his philosophical views in language, especially not in
language that is unchangeable, which is true of that which is set down in
written characters.”53 Moreover, Christianity sprang from a society
dominated by the Pharisees, a group which had been shifting emphasis
back toward oral authority.54 However, Jewish society concomitantly
placed a great deal of emphasis on memorizing and reciting sacred
texts.55

We can turn to the New Testament text itself for evidence regard-
ing early Christianity’s degree of textuality. John the Beloved conveys a
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mixed message regarding textualization. He begins his Gospel by noting
that the Word was not a text but Christ Himself (see John 1:1–14). He
closes his book by saying, “And there are also many other things which
Jesus did, the which, if they should be written every one, I suppose that
even the world itself could not contain the books that should be writ-
ten” (John 21:25). Here John implies that no written text could suffice
in comparison with that which the Word did and which those who were
with Him were able to teach. In short, while John had just written a
text, he closed it by indicating that the text is a poor substitute for all
that he really could tell were he not so restricted by the medium of writ-
ten communication. This is reminiscent of Moroni’s reservations as he
finished the Book of Mormon text (see Ether 12:23). Yet not only does
John write a sacred document, but texts are an integral part of his great
Revelation. Here he was given a book (scroll) by an angel and was com-
manded to eat it (see Revelation 10:2–10) and to write his revelation in
a book (scroll), which he clearly regarded as sacral (see Revelation
22:18–20). He also saw the “book [scroll] of life” (Revelation 3:5)56 and
viewed holy books being opened and read (see Revelation 5:1–9). Non-
apostolic early Christian writers also displayed some misgivings about
the written word, such as when Papias notes that he preferred to learn
from those who had learned from the Apostles themselves, “for I did
not think that information from books would help me as much as the
word of a living, surviving voice.”57

Other writers conveyed more uniformly positive views of textuality.
Luke begins his Gospel by informing Theophilus that his intention in
committing the events of the Savior’s life to writing was to create a
more authoritative and certain account (see Luke 1:1–4). Paul extols
the virtues of knowing the scriptures (see 2 Timothy 3:15–16). The
Savior Himself refers to the “book of Moses” (Mark 12:26) and
announces His messiahship by reading from the “book of the prophet
Esaias [Isaiah]” (Luke 4:17). Scriptural books and writings were often
referred to by New Testament authors, indicating a high degree of
reliance upon texts. Interestingly, Paul, while imprisoned in Rome, calls
for parchment tablets/codex to be brought to him (see 2 Timothy
4:13).58 Perhaps it was Paul’s proclivity for the codex that spurred early
Christians to adopt it as the primary medium for written materials.
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Whatever the cause, clearly the Christians turned to the codex as they
compiled sacred texts. Whereas even long scrolls could only contain
one large text—the great Isaiah scroll is about twenty-eight feet long—
codices could be expanded to hold a number of texts.

Undoubtedly the idea of choosing some texts as sacred and authori-
tative had been in place long before this time. However, during the early
Christian era, Jewish debates centered on exactly which books were
sacred.59 Additionally, different canonical traditions were developing in
Judea than in the diaspora, most notably in Alexandria.60 As mentioned
above, as long as sacred texts were written on scrolls, it was much easier
to change ideas as to which texts had achieved authoritative status, and
there was no concept of a correct order (other than dividing the texts
into the genres of Law, Prophets, and Writings). The codex allowed
Christians to carry their sacred texts in one convenient place. The
portability and ensuing availability of scriptures was revolutionized by
the codex. The incredibly rapid spread of Christian literature attests to
the textuality of Christianity.61 Unquestionably, a cycle of causation took
place as Christian textuality affected its adoption of the codex, while
simultaneously the use of the codex raised Christian textuality to new
heights. The very concept of scripture was greatly affected by the codex;
if one is to put sacred texts in one convenient place, one must choose
which texts should be included and the order in which they would be
arranged. The medium of the codex has a greater ability to freeze the
form of sacred texts.62 In the codex we see the culmination of the
process of textualization that would result in the concept of creating
the Bible.

Much debate has been spawned regarding the process by which the
Savior’s teachings came to their textual home. While the only record
we have of Jesus’ writing was in the dirt (see John 8:6), we have numer-
ous accounts of His teaching orally. Much has been made of this, with
some reaching the conclusion that few of the sayings attributed to Jesus
in the Bible were actually His, because He focused on oral teachings
and His words were not written down as He spoke them.63 To argue this
would be to ignore the developed ability to hear, memorize, and pass
on sayings of respected teachers that was part of Jewish culture at the
time,64 as well as to be blind to the developing tendency to carry and
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use small notebooks (probably waxed wood) by many in the working
class that were part of the Savior’s listeners.65 It should be noted that
Jews at the time were a more broadly literate society than most.66 We
must admit that we do not know the exact process of how the Savior’s
words arrived in the textual form we now have. At the same time, we
can readily affirm that He pronounced divine teachings and that He
did so in an age when respect was concurrently given to the spoken
word and written texts. A cultural willingness to freeze the sacred in
textual form existed in his day, and the technical ability to easily create
written texts was also present. These two facts would combine, shortly
after the Savior’s life, within the Christian community to lead to the
adoption of recording the teachings of Christ and His Apostles in
codex form. This form would demand a defined set of texts and a speci-
fied order to those texts. Hence we find both the written and spoken
teachings of the Lord and His chosen representatives eventually arriv-
ing in the Christian canon we revere today.
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